INTRODUCTION
The term 'Folklore' is usually used by peasants, or rural groups, or with people from the past. Folklore is a linking factor and it connects people with their rituals and customs. But it is not a matter what linking factor connects them together. It could be a common communication style of language or region where people are involved. But what is the important factor is that a group or particular religion should have some different traditions that it calls its own.
Usually, the expected subjects included in folklore are legends, myths, ballads, festivals, folk dance and songs. Each subject provides specific cultures. Those culturally involved backgrounds can be categorized under folklore.
To fully understand what folklore is, it will be helpful to clarify its component parts: the terms like folk and lore. The term folklore was coined by Englishman William Thomas, in 1846. He fabricated the term, for replacing the contemporary expressions of popular antiquities or popular literature. The component term folk and lore is well documented and enriched, through his hands. The concept folk implies to rural, regularly poor and frequently illiterate peasants.
A more modern definition of folk is a particular social group which includes two or more persons, with common traits who expresses their shared identity, through distinctive typical and archetypal traditions. The folklorist studies the traditional relics, with folkloric elements of a social group and how they transmitted. Lore proves that, it's easier to define as its meaning has remained relatively stable over the last two centuries. It is the knowledge and traditions of a particular group that has recurrently passed along, by word of mouth.
Folklore includes different genres. They are, Material Culture: It includes folk art, vernacular architecture, textiles and modified mass produced objects. Music: Traditional folk and world music coming under this category of music.
Narrative: It means legends, urban legends, fairy tales, folktales and personal experienced narratives. Folklore is evidently something more than, in other forms of human actions and thoughts.
The meaning of folklore accepts more than a literary reading of a text gives. It requires calls for contextualizing the expression in behavioral and social conditions. Folklore is a form of sublimation. It offers a socially valid outlet for the expression of taboo. It also approves anxiety towards provoking behavior. In a way folklore can be defined as; it is an outlet of effectively conveying a thought. One therefore, need to know the cultural values, taboos, anxieties, customs, rituals and beliefs of the society in which, the individual tradition bearers operate in everyday life. Folklore encapsulates ritual experiences and provides an experience from reality. Folklore is crucial to any knowledge of human experience, with an autobiographical ethnography. It permits a latent view from the inside-out, rather than from the outside-in.
Folklore is an expressive outlet, especially important in making the unconscious -conscious acts. It is a part of belief that has been expressing repression and provides symbols. Folklore is the total result of expressive and sensitive culture, shared by a particular group of people. It amalgamates the traditions and preserving their cultural heritages of the group. The study of folklore has moved from an attitude that, the subjects of folklore are decaying and disappearing to the consideration of them, as efficacious and meaningful part of our present day, of reality. Folklore studies have always focused on interrelations between languages, philosophy, literature and history of particular groups' cultural background, in order to attain keen information about folkloric elements.
This paper makes an attempt to the conventional reading of tribal literature and its folkloric elements. And it tries to put forth the folkloric elements that are being used in this work. 'Cultural Identity' is the feeling of belonging to a group, where a person's self-out set and self-perception is directly connected with nationality, ethnicity, religion, social class, vicinity, generation and locality, or any kind of social group has its own distinct culture. In this way, 'Cultural Identity' can be understood that, it has both the characteristics of individual self and also of the culturally identical members of a group, who shares the same cultural identity and thoughts.
The term 'Cross-Culturalism' is getting prevalent in cultural studies. It is a distinct one and is concerned with the exchange of culture, beyond the boundaries of the nation or cultural groups. Cross-Culturalism in literary and cultural studies believes that, it may be considered as overlapping transnational. The practice of Cross-Culture came out in the era of colonialism and post colonialism, as an ambiguity in their existence. It is usually applied in the situations, involving significant cultural divergence.
This paper tries to clear better than how folkloric elements are highlighted and portrayed in the novel, Kocharethi.
My study focuses on customs, traditions and cultural habits of tribal, especially pointing on marriage, pettinukonduvaral In Malayaraya tribal community marriages were usually between murapennu and muracherukkan (cousins) and it is regulated by karanavar (elder members in the clan). Kunjipennu's brother Kunjadichan married to his murapennu Paapi.
Narayan is a brother to Paapi through blood ties, likes to marry Kunjipennu. Pettinukonduvaral is a ceremony that is attached to pregnancy period of Malayarayar woman. She brought to the home of her aunt and sister in law with a basket of sweetmeats in the seventh month of pregnancy. Delivery is taken place in the eettappera and a vayattati (midwife) assists the role of a nurse. According to the custom of Malayarayar tribe, all the responsibilities of the first childbirth should be done by the girl's family. Up to seven days from the birth of the child-oil bath, eating meat, brought before the deities and performing some rites are considered taboo. Next ceremony is choroonu.
It is acted when the child was given rice for the first time. Tobacco, betel leaf and areca nut are the token offered to the midwife. Close acquaintances and relatives present mundu (dhoti) to mother and she is also be served with a sumptuous meal on the seventh day of after delivery when she returned from her bath.
Narayan brilliantly portrayed realistic account of Malaya tribe. They are living on the slopes of a hill which those calls Kollan hill. They are usually cultivating tapioca, pepper, thuvara, pea, yum, kurumbullu, varak plant, wild tubers and etc. The problem they are facing most is the lack of rain. Most probably tribes lost their plow through sieging of wild animals, lack of water and fire. But their cultivation is completely depending on seasonal rain. They are also doing hunting Kadutha's relatives and children together bathed the corpse and placed it on a plantain leaf in the front of yard near the door with the head facing the east. A wick could be lit and placed near the dead. Friends and relatives spread the pieces of cloth they had brought on the corpse.
According to custom the eldest son has to be performed funeral rites. Eldest son Kochu performed 'vaykari' at first. He took a pinch of rice and placed it to his father's mouth. The eldest male who among the gathered people poured oil into a cupped leaf and put rice and grain in it as accompanying the rites. The children, nephew and nieces, who were observing 'pula' as death related pollution. By chanting incantations, Aadichan placed a chopper on the head of Kochu.
Then he dipped a jackfruit leaf and sprinkled the drops all round. A trench of six feet long and six feet deep had been dug in a south-north direction. Kochu rounded the pit thrice by repeating the incantations followed by his uncle Aadichan. The corpse was placed in a southerly direction. The trench was filled with leaves. The son who chanted the mantras and put in three fistfuls of mud; You become, one who was born of the soil, dissolve into the soil and be one with the good of all things. Let your good and evil deeds aid you always' (Narayan, 2011).
After the prayer, everyone engaged to filling up the pit with mud. They would pat it down firmly, placed sticks of murikkin (drumstick plant) and stones all around to keep it away from dogs and foxes. All those who engaged for burial should have to be entered to stream before leaving. Close relatives would have taken part rice gruel together following day. 'Pula'-the period of isolation was to be enacted for fifteen days. There is some taboo during the period of pula; to touch weapons, they can't enter into cultivated land, perform any rites or appear before idols. Liquor and contact with women are prohibited. On the fifteenth day, a ritual bath and on the sixteenth day, festive meals for relatives also happen.
Krishna Pillai, who was not merely a teacher for them but a good advisor. There is a tremendous change that can be seen after the advent of Aashan. At the next generation, Araya community had got changes in the naming too. They This paper has analyzed some folkloric elements by these keywords like hybridity, cultural-identity and crossculturalism. The main peculiarity of Tribals is, they have a feeling of oneness. They promote their culture whatever obstructs they have. They are proud of their rituals, customs and different cultural heritages. In this novel Kocharethi, Christian missionaries converted Tribals into Christian. It paved the way to get education and standard of living for Tribals.
But among the Tribals itself, they preserved their indigenous cultural heredity without allowing to condemn by others.
Tribals' identity is equal to these factors like culture, rituals, marriage, funeral and cultivation process. And these folkloric elements are brilliantly portrayed by Narayan.
The Malayarayas were geographically and culturally isolated from the civilized world and who were not allowed free from the outside authority. During the 19th c, there were several changes seem to have affected them. Even though www.tjprc.org editor@tjprc.org tribals are following a culture they have a sense of double consciousness in between them due to modernization, globalization and advent of Christian missionaries. This hybrid culture directly affected to education, their way of live, dressing and food habits. But noted point is that they accepted only of those cultures which were suitable to them. The consequence of modernization introduced Travancore government and British colonial rulers. Large quantities of teaks were used for shipbuilding, railways and spices were used to export other countries. These changes led in the mode of cultivation too. 
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